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I returned, and saw under the sun, that the race is not to the swift, nor
the battle to the strong, neither yet bread to the wise, nor yet riches to
men of understanding, nor yet favor to men of skill; but time and
chance happeneth to them all.
—Ecclesiastes 9:11
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Preface

Economic gains achieved through technological progress do not themselves guarantee that more people will lead good lives. Just as enormous economic insecurity and income inequality pervade the world today, worsening conditions can develop even as technological advances
mark greater levels of economic achievement. But new risk management ideas can enable us to manage a vast array of risks—those present
and future, near and far—and to limit the downside effects of capitalism’s “creative destruction.” Application of these ideas will not only
help reduce downside risks, but it will also permit more positive risktaking behavior, thereby engendering a more varied and ultimately
more inspiring world.
The New Financial Order proposes a radically new risk management
infrastructure to help secure the wealth of nations: to preserve the billions of minor—and not so minor—economic gains that sustain people
around the world. Most of these gains seldom make the news or even
evoke much public discussion, but they can enrich hard-won economic
security and without them any semblance of progress is lost. By radically changing our basic institutions and approach to management of
all these risks both large and small we can do far more to improve our
lives and our society than through piecemeal tinkering.
Just as modern systems of insurance protect people against catastrophic risks in their lives, this new infrastructure would utilize financial inventions that protect people against systemic risks: from job
loss because of changing technologies to threats to home and community because of changing economic conditions.
If successfully implemented, this newly proposed ﬁnancial infrastructure would enable people to pursue their dreams with greater conﬁdence than they can under existing modes of risk management. Without such a means to greater security, it will be difﬁcult for young
people, whose ideas and skills represent the raw materials for a growthoriented information society, to take the risks necessary to convert their
intellectual energies into useful goods and services for society.
Historically, economic thinkers have been limited by the state of relevant risk management principles of their day. Recent advances in ﬁnanix
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cial theory, information technology, and the science of psychology allow us to design new inventions for managing the technological and
economic risks inherent in capitalism—inventions that could not have
been envisioned by past thinkers. Karl Marx, the instigator of the communist movement, had no command of such risk management ideas
when he published Das Kapital in 1867. Nor did John Maynard Keynes,
the principal expositor of modern liberal economic policy, when he
published the General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money in
1936. Nor did Milton Friedman, the chief expositor of economic libertarianism, when he published Capitalism and Freedom in 1962.
Ultimately, The New Financial Order is about applying risk management technology to the major problems of our lives. That is, it depicts an electronically integrated risk management culture designed to
work in tandem with the already existing economic institutions of capitalism to promote wealth. The book does not promise utopia, nor is it
a solution to all of our problems. It is not motivated by any political
ideology, nor by sympathies with one or another social class. It does offer steps we can realistically take to make our lives much better. By presenting new ideas about basic risk management technology, this book
does not propose a ﬁnished blueprint for the future. Instead, it describes a new direction that will inevitably be improved by future experimentation, innovation, and new advances in ﬁnancial theory, in the
manipulation of relevant risk-related information, and in the ability of
social scientists to draw on psychology to design user-friendly techniques to help people manage income-related risks.
I began working on this book in 1997 as a culmination of years of thinking and writing about how to improve institutions for dealing with
risks, both to individuals and to society. In 1993 I published a technical
monograph, Macro Markets: Creating Institutions for Managing Society’s Largest Economic Risks, accompanied by a series of scholarly articles on the general topic of risk management with Allan Weiss, Karl
Case, Stefano Athanasoulis, and others. But these pieces neither drew
the big picture nor addressed the big issues that I thought needed to
be stressed to a broad audience.
At that time I had planned to use this book to integrate my thinking about risk management into a broader picture of our society and
economy. I had hoped to correct the egregious public misunderstanding of technological and economic risks, and convey a clearer, more acx
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curate picture of the actual risks people face. Also, I had hoped to explain how the presence of various forms of risk, many hidden in plain
sight, prevent us from achieving our highest potential.
But I was interrupted in 1999 by the increasingly impressive evidence
of an enormous boom in the stock market, a boom that proved of historic proportions. On the advice of my fellow economist and life-long
friend Jeremy Siegel, I decided to set aside the work on this book to
write a book about the stock market boom—a classic example of the
very kind of misperception and mismanagement of long-term risks that
I had written about in the scholarly literature. With the help of Princeton University Press, I managed to get Irrational Exuberance into
bookstores in mid-March 2000, precisely at the peak of the market and
of the tech bubble.
Irrational Exuberance concluded by saying that not only was the
level of the stock market exaggerated but society’s attention to the
stock market, and the importance we attach to it, were also exaggerated. The stock market will not make us all rich, nor will it solve our
economic problems. It is foolhardy for citizens to pay attention to the
world of business only for the purpose of picking stocks, and even more
foolhardy to think stock prices will go nowhere but up.
The New Financial Order picks up where my earlier research and
Irrational Exuberance together leave off. By showing how we misconstrue risk and by bringing signiﬁcant new ideas to bear on this problem, I hope to explain how we can fundamentally resolve the economic
risk predicament. We are indeed entering a new economic era, robust
stock market or not, and we need to think about the implications of
emerging technologies—the real drivers of global economic change—
not just on individual companies and their stock prices but on all of us.
We need to understand how the technology of the past has shaped our
institutions. And we need to change our thinking in a vigorous, creative way to navigate this new environment. The New Financial Order
outlines critical means of making this ideal a reality.
As an aid to critical readers of this book, I have also assembled a
number of technical and background papers as well as news clips relating to the themes of this book. They are on the web site http://www.
newﬁnancialorder.com.
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The Promise of Economic Security

WALL STREET, along with the City of London and other world ﬁnancial centers, has served as the liveliest laboratory for new ideas in all
of capitalism. Modern ﬁnance—not only securities and banking but
also insurance and public ﬁnance—grows out of powerful theories,
both mathematical and psychological, and has produced economic inventions of the greatest utility. Despite some awful ﬁnancial scandals
that surface from time to time, these inventions really work, most of the
time. The inventions work because the fundamental ideas are sound
and because ﬁnance professionals have learned to apply them effectively to real people, with all their psychological biases and quirks.
The primary subject matter of ﬁnance is the management of risks.
Finance looks at the various forms of human disappointments and
economic suffering as risks to which probabilities can be attached. Finance poses arrangements that reduce these disappointments and
blunt their impact on individuals by dispersing their effects among
large numbers of people. Finance helps us realize our dreams by enabling creators and innovators to pursue their ideas without bearing
all of the risks themselves and encourages them to take great risks for
good purposes, as when entrepreneurs start new companies ﬁnanced
by venture capitalists.
Unfortunately, the insights of ﬁnance have been applied in only a limited way. Risk sharing has been used primarily for certain narrow kinds
of insurable risks, such as stock market crashes or hurricanes, or for managing the risks of conventional investments, such as diversifying investment portfolios or hedging commodity risks, beneﬁts that often accrue
mainly to the already-well-off members of our society. Finance has substantially neglected the protection of our ordinary riches, our careers,
our homes, and our very abilities to be creative as professionals.
We need to democratize ﬁnance and bring the advantages enjoyed
by the clients of Wall Street to the customers of Wal-Mart. We need to
extend ﬁnance beyond our major ﬁnancial capitals to the rest of the
world. We need to extend the domain of ﬁnance beyond that of phys1
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ical capital to human capital, and to cover the risks that really matter in
our lives. Fortunately, the principles of ﬁnancial management can now
be expanded to include society as a whole. And if we are to thrive as a
society, ﬁnance must be for all of us—in deep and fundamental ways.
Democratizing ﬁnance means effectively solving the problem of gratuitous economic inequality, that is, inequality that cannot be justiﬁed
on rational grounds in terms of differences in effort or talent. Finance
can thus be made to address a problem that has motivated utopian or
socialist thinkers for centuries. Indeed, ﬁnancial thinking has been
more rigorous than most other traditions on how to reduce random income disparities.
Equipped with modern digital technology, we can now make these
ﬁnancial solutions a reality. Right now we are witnessing an explosion
of new information systems, payment systems, electronic markets,
online personal ﬁnancial planners, and other technologically induced
economic innovations, and consequently much in our economy will
be changed within just a few years. Almost all of our economy will be
transformed within just a few decades. This new technology can do
cheaply what once was expensive by systematizing our approach to risk
management and by generating vast new repositories of information
that make it possible for us to disperse risk and contain hazard.
Society can achieve a greater democratization of ﬁnance and stabilization of our economic lives through radical ﬁnancial innovation. We
must make this happen, given the economic uncertainty of our future
at a time of global change and given the problems and inadequacies of
today’s ﬁnancial arrangements. This book presents ideas for a new ﬁnancial order, a new ﬁnancial capitalism, and a new economic infrastructure, and further describes how such ideas can realistically be developed and implemented.

Incentives for Great Works without Moral Hazard
Financial arrangements exist to limit the inhibitions that fear of failure
places on our actions and to do this in such a way that little moral hazard is created. Moral hazard occurs when ﬁnancial arrangements encourage people to engage in destructive rather than productive acts,
such as phony work done only to impress investors, wanton spending,
or accounting malfeasance.
2
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An entrepreneur may feel discouraged from starting an exciting
new business because the risk of failure is too high. Modern financial
arrangements can often solve this problem. For instance, this entrepreneur might find a venture capital firm that will agree to bear the
risks, paying the entrepreneur a salary yet providing the entrepreneur
some incentive for inspired work by offering shares in the upside if
the company does well. The risk that might have prevented the entrepreneur from ever launching the business seems to disappear. Actually, the risk does not disappear, but its effects virtually disappear as
the risks to the individual business are blended into large international portfolios where they are diversified away to almost nothing
among the ultimate bearers of the risk, the international investors. International portfolio managers from Kabuto-Cho to Dalal Street to
Piazza Affari to Avenida Paulista each take on some of this entrepreneur’s risk, but as less than a millionth of their total portfolio—so
small a part of their portfolios that they do not feel any of this entrepreneur’s risk. The entrepreneur is now protected, at virtually no cost
to anyone, and can launch an exciting new business without fear.
Thus do financial arrangements foster individual creativity and
achievement. This is the essential wisdom of finance and its principle
of diversification.
As noted above, this inspirational effect of risk management on the
entrepreneur can work very well if the venture capital ﬁrm is careful to
avoid moral hazard, that is, incentives for the entrepreneur to burn
down the plant or to pursue ﬂashy opportunities that have only the
appearance of potential for success, to postpone dealing with problems
for fear of revealing them to others, or to continue too long in an enterprise that is clearly failing.
Finance has not been perfect in containing moral hazard—witness
the recent Wall Street scandals in the United States. But it would be absurd to junk the system because of a few failures. We should instead
adapt and extend ﬁnance’s insights by applying its essential wisdom to
the management of economic risks faced by everyone, and similarly
spread the payoffs to everyone. Financial institutions can be strengthened to short-circuit ﬁascoes like that at Enron Corporation, where
moral hazard escaped the controls, where top management, using
some clever ﬁnancial innovation as a foil, dishonestly ran off with the
money at the expense of their employees.
3
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Six Ideas for a New Financial Order
In this book I present six fundamental ideas for a new risk management
infrastructure. The ﬁrst three are intended primarily for the private
sector: insurance, ﬁnancial markets, and banking, respectively. The
risk management concepts in these three ideas are the same, but they
are applied to different risk management industries. Each industry—
insurance, ﬁnancial markets, and banking—has evolved its own methods
of dealing with moral hazard, deﬁning contracts, and selecting clients. At
a time of fundamental innovation in risk management, it is prudent to
build on these methods, respecting each industry’s unique body of
knowledge and extending and democratizing ﬁnance through them.
The next three ideas are designed primarily for development by the
government, both through taxation and social welfare and through
agreements with other countries. Government has a natural role in risk
management because long-term risk management requires the stability
of law, because most individuals have limited ability to construct appropriate long-term risk contracts, because fundamental institutions must
be managed in the public interest, and because major international
agreements require coordination with an array of government policies.
The ﬁrst idea is to extend the purview of insurance to cover longterm economic risks. Livelihood insurance would protect against longterm risks to individuals’ paychecks. In contrast to life insurance, which
was invented at a time when deaths of young adults with dependents
were much more common than they are today, livelihood insurance
would protect against currently very signiﬁcant risks—the uncertainties
in our livelihoods that unfold over many years. Home equity insurance
would protect the economic value of the home but would go far beyond today’s homeowners’ policies by protecting not just against speciﬁc risks to homes such as ﬁres but also against all risks that impinge
on the economic value of homes. In the form offered here, ﬁrst proposed by my colleague Allan Weiss and me in 1994, the problem of
moral hazard is dealt with by tying the insurance contracts to indexes
of real estate prices.1
The second idea for a new ﬁnancial order is for macro markets, which
I ﬁrst proposed in my 1992 Clarendon Lectures at Oxford University and
in my 1993 book, and that has been a campaign of mine ever since.2 It envisions large international markets for long-term claims on national incomes and occupational incomes as well as for illiquid assets such as real
4
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estate. Some of these markets could be far larger in terms of the value of
the risks traded than anything the world has yet experienced, dwarﬁng
today’s stock markets. Even a market for the combined gross domestic
products (GDPs) of the entire world, a market for the sum total of everything of economic value, should be established.3 These markets would be
potentially more important in the risks they deal with than any ﬁnancial
markets today, and they would remove pressures and volatility from our
overheated stock market. Individual and institutional investors could buy
and sell macro securities as they do stocks and bonds today.
The third idea is income-linked loans. Banks and other lending institutions would provide loans that are contingent on incomes to individuals, corporations, and governments. The loan balance would automatically be reduced if income falls short of expectations. Income-linked
loans would effectively allow borrowers to sell shares in their future incomes and in income indexes corresponding to their own incomes.
Such loans would provide protection against the hardship and bankruptcy that afﬂicts so many borrowers today.
The fourth idea is inequality insurance, which is designed to address
deﬁnitively, within a nation, the serious risk that income in the future
will be distributed among people far less equally than it now is, that the
rich will get richer and the poor poorer. It reframes the progressive income tax structure so that over time it ﬁxes the amount of inequality
rather than ﬁxing arbitrary tax brackets.
The ﬁfth idea is intergenerational social security, which would reframe social security to be more truly a social insurance system, allowing genuine and complete intergenerational risk sharing. Intergenerational social security’s deﬁning characteristic would be a plan to pool
the risks that different generations hold, risks that today are primarily
dealt with only informally and then only to a limited extent within the
extended family.
The sixth idea is international agreements to manage risks to national
economies. These unprecedented agreements among governments of
nations would resemble private ﬁnancial deals, but they would surpass
such deals in scope and horizon.
Beyond these six ideas for risk management, this book proposes components of a new economic information infrastructure: new global risk
information databases (GRIDs) to provide the information that would
allow effective risk management, and indexed units of account, new units
of measurement and electronic money for better negotiating risks.
5
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